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Please Spread “Carbon Sense” Around. Talk to friends and neighbours. Keep sowing the
seeds.
If images are lost or format mangled in transmission, you can link to a print friendly PDF of this newsletter here:
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/who-wants-carbon-tax.pdf

Who Wants a Carbon Tax?
The Carbon Sense Coalition said today that to introduce a carbon tax would be to wage war
on consumers for the benefit of vested interests.
The Chairman of “Carbon Sense”, Mr Viv Forbes, also accused Australian PM Gillard of
deceptive advertising in her support of a carbon tax.
“When our PM says “we need a price on carbon”, she is just sprouting another misleading
Wongism like “we must reduce carbon pollution”.
“Most forms of carbon already have a price – coal, oil, gas, petrol, diesel, beef, bread,
butter, diamonds and whiskey – all have a price (which usually includes a few taxes).
“What Ms Gillard wants, but dares not say, is another tax on our usage of many carbon
products.
“Who wants a tax on carbon?
“The Greens do. They hate humans and their farm animals, crops, coal, oil, cars, power
generators and heavy industry. They would like to see the end of most mining, farming,
fishing and forestry. A carbon tax will hit all of these people so the Greens support it.
“Ms Gillard and her Fiscal Czar want a carbon tax. They lead a party of taxaholics who
need a new tax to support their extravagant spending. Unions, even those in industries that
will be directly harmed by a carbon tax, ignore the interests of their members to maintain
party solidarity.
“Taxes are the life blood of the tax consuming industries – there will never be enough taxes
to satiate the nationalised education, health, media, research and welfare industries. So
they all want a carbon tax.

“And of course the wind and solar subsidiesuckers want heavy carbon taxes to hide their
chronic inability to provide economic and reliable power.
“The nuclear power industries love carbon taxes – it gives them a cost advantage against
coal, oil and gas in the production of base load power.
“Many big businesses are trying to buy green respectability by plugging a carbon tax – they
will pass it on to Australian consumers, but exporters will get exemptions.
“For lawyers and accountants, new taxes bring new business. They love new taxes with
complex rules and many exemptions.
“And of course all of Asia hopes that Australia imposes a carbon tax. It will shift our
industries to countries with no carbon taxes.
“So there is a powerful and diverse carbon tax lobby.
“Where are the environmental benefits?
“There are none. Carbon dioxide is not a pollutant – more of it will help plant growth thus
creating a greener earth. And it is fanciful to believe that a carbon tax in Australia could
possibly produce any beneficial effect on our climate. Climate will continue to change as it
always has.
“Who will be hurt by a carbon tax?
“Whenever you tax something, a marginal producer somewhere closes up, and less of it is
produced. Its price rises because of the cost of the tax and the reduced supply.
“Carbon taxes must increase the cost of electricity, fuel, food, fibres, building materials and
transport. They will harm every Australian consumer, especially the poor who have no
savings cushion and who spend a greater percentage of their income on these essentials.
“So who is our government protecting – taxaholics and vested interests, or consumers?”

Climate Fools Day
Our hastily organised Climate Fools Day protests went well. The event received media
comment in Australia, US, UK, Europe and Russia. The best function was in UK where
climate realists held a meeting in Room 10 House of Commons, in Westminster. John
O'Sullivan was interviewed live on Russia TV's Evening News. Here are reports on the UK
function:
http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=6553
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWWPBsI7PHc&feature=player_embedded

The Brisbane meeting attracted a good friendly crowd, and media gave some coverage to
the event but they did not attend - I guess our problem was we had no one throwing
buckets of blood or harassing coal trains. A report on Brisbane:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qf9fTEp-8Q

Coal - Australia’s Industrial Heart.
A letter from a Member

On 16th June 1924 General Sir John Monash, Chairman of SEC and designer of Victoria's first brown coal
powered power house delivered Australia's cheapest and cleanest power to Melbourne.
The brown coal contains about 62% water, an ash content of about 2% and a sulphur content that is
measured as a trace element only. The emissions contain no pollutants - they are steam and carbon dioxide.
Later, Premier Henry Bolte, a farmer, successfully canvassed industrial companies to establish their
businesses in Victoria, as did another farmer Tom Playford, to establish industry in Adelaide in South
Australia.
And so did another farmer and inventor Joh Bjelke Petersen actively promote industry in Queensland, all
established on low cost coal driven power.
NSW industry too depends upon black coal driven power.
The anti-industrial Greens leader, Bob Brown says that the Yallourn Valley power houses are an
environmental abomination and all coal driven power houses should be closed by 2020 or sooner.
Deputy Green Leader, Christine Milne on ABC T/V, assured the Nation that "....We want to see a carbon price
as quickly as possible, because we want transformation of the whole economy and society."
The Labor/Green coalition is by their own admissions the anti-industrial and anti-productive occupiers of the
Canberra Kremlin.
The great industrial benefactors from the past would be aghast at this job destroying turn of political events.
Ronald Kitching
Frenchville QLD 4701.

A FEW FACTS ABOUT WIND TURBINES
For those who think that wind farms are green and environmentally friendly have a look at
this 6-minute video about wind turbine construction at:
http://www.wind-watch.org/video-construction.php

Here are a few facts on wind power sent to us by David Bellamy in UK:
• Wind farms generate cheap (or even free!) electricity
This is not true. The electricity generated by wind turbines is much more costly than that from
conventional power stations, because the price has to include enough to cover the subsidies paid to the
wind farm companies for operating them. UK electricity prices have already gone up, and are predicted to
go up by a further third over the next decade, to pay for our commitment to renewables.
• Wind power is reliable because the wind is always blowing somewhere
That is not the case. Meteorologists can list many periods, often in very cold winter weather, when there is
so little wind that the contribution to the grid is negligible. In addition, wind turbines only start generating
when the wind is blowing at about 10mph, and have to be turned off for safety reasons when wind speeds
reach about 55mph. In fact, on average, for about 110 days a year any individual turbine may generate no
electricity at all. That means a back-up supply always has to be available – which is why no countries
have been able to shut down their conventional power stations.
• Wind farms provide employment
This is hardly true. There may be a small number of construction jobs on offer while the access roads to
the site are being built but the on-site work to erect the actual turbines is a specialist job that will only be
carried out by the contractor. Once the turbines are up, wind farms are operated remotely, sometimes
even from abroad, so no ongoing local jobs are likely.
• Wind farms only last for 25 years and are then removed
The key components of the turbines, namely the gears, normally last only about 10 to 12 years before
they need replacing. Very few wind farms are as much as 25 years old yet – but we know of several cases
where the operators have taken the opportunity to rebuild much sooner than that, erecting larger turbines
than originally installed. So it is safer to assume that a wind farm, once built, will effectively be a
permanent feature of the landscape.
• Wind farms are not noisy
Wrong. There are plenty of examples where residents have suffered ill health effects caused by both
noise (and on occasion shadow-flicker) when living too close to turbines. Some people, including some
farmers, have even been forced out of their homes as a result. There is no legal setback distance from
homes in the UK, though the Scottish Executive recommends 2kms as a desirable minimum.
• Wind farms generate hardly any complaints
A report by the University of Salford in 2006 showed that about 20% of wind farms had already generated
formal complaints. That work is currently being updated, as there are many more wind farms today than in
2006 and their technology has allegedly improved. The current work shows that the 20% level of
complaints, however, remains steady.
• Wind farms don’t cause a fall in house prices
Wind farm developers make this claim but there are certainly cases where people have difficulty in selling
their homes once turbines are present. In one case, the vendors were legally obliged to compensate the
purchasers by 20% of the house value, plus interest, for selling without having disclosed the presence of a
wind farm proposal. The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors surveyed house values near wind farms
and found that about 60% had declined by amounts varying between 5% and 50%.

• Wind farms have no damaging effect on tourism
The earliest wind farms had such novelty value that they were almost tourist attractions in themselves –
but even the developers admit that this no longer applies. One caravan site near Harrogate, for example,
has seen a drastic drop in income since four turbines were erected nearby. The Campaign for the
Protection of Rural England, has recently released a ‘Tranquillity Map’ of the UK because it is clear that
tourists are increasingly looking for peace and quiet when they go away from home.
• Wind turbines pose no danger to birds and bats
Not true. Small birds can often avoid rotating blades at short notice (though remember that the tip of a
turbine blade is moving at about 200mph) but larger birds such as eagles have much more trouble in
diverting to avoid them. Birds that fly around at dusk or during the night are far more at risk than daytime
birds. Bats are affected in a different way: They are seldom hit by the blades but they can suffer what is
known as ‘barotrauma’ where the change in pressure near the blade tip kills them by damaging their
lungs.
• Wind farms are a safe form of technology
On the whole this is true (though there may be adverse health effects as noted above). Accidents can
happen, however; there have been some examples in Britain of blades collapsing or flying off, and one or
two cases of turbine hubs catching fire. A different concern is ‘ice throw’ which happens when ice forms
on the blades, usually overnight, and may be flung off in chunks when conditions warm up. This may be a
particular concern for farmers with livestock.
• Lines of pylons are needed to take the power away from the site
This is not true. Typically, the cables are laid underground from the turbines within the wind farm site and
are then linked to overhead lines on wooden poles to connect with the Grid. One worrying aspect, though,
is that the developer of a wind farm does not have to seek planning permission for connection, or even to
indicate what the proposed route for connection will be, because that is a matter for the Regional
Electricity Supplier to address. Permission to the RES is more or less automatic.
• Wind farms reduce CO2
Wind farms contribute very marginally to reducing CO2 mainly because an alternative power source has to
be kept running at all times for the periods when the wind stops blowing. If we were to rely entirely on
wind, we would need to learn to live with a very uncertain and intermittent electricity supply!
• Well at least wind farms are better than nuclear power stations
Maybe. It would take about 6000 wind turbines, spread over perhaps 40 square miles to produce as much
electricity as the one coal-fired power station at Ferrybridge, or nearly 3000 turbines, spread over 20
square miles, to match one of the two nuclear reactors at Hartlepool. But in both cases the power stations
would still be needed as back-up for the 110 days when all those wind turbines would produce no
electricity at all.

Finally, some Good News:
The price of carbon credits on the Chicago Carbon Exchange has collapsed to 5 cents a ton and
the exchange has decided to cease trading.
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